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Abstract: We consider the following game: Two players independently choose a chain in a partially 
ordered set. How many bits of information have to be communicated until at least one of the players 
knows whether the chains have exactly t elements in Common? Th is  model generalizes the t- 
intersection problem for subsets of a finite set. We establish the deterministic ommunication 
complexity in general. For the special cases of generalized Boolean algebras, we present improve d
nondeterministic and probabilistic protocols that are of optimal order of complexity for classes with 
fixed width q. 
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1 Introduction 
The notion of communication complexity was introduced by Yao [1979] in 
order to derive lower bounds on the complexity of VLSI computations. For a 
thorough overview with applications to algorithmic ombinatorics we refer to 
the survey of Lov~tsz [1990] (see also Orlitsky and Gamal [1988] and Faigle 
and Tur~m [1990]). Without going into too many details, we briefly sketch 
the model. 
Two players (I, II) have complete knowledge over a fixed (0, 1) matrix M = 
(mij), called the communication matrix. Player I selects a row i; and player lI a 
column j. The players communicate bitwise in order to calculate the value of the 
matrix element m~j. Each player has unbounded computing time. Communica- 
tion ends as soon as one of the players has enough information to compute mlj. 
How much information (measured in bits) needs to be exchanged in the worst 
case? 
We first discuss the deterministic model: 
The players agree in advance on a deterministic communication pro- 
tocol which they will follow. The deterministic communication complex- 
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ity cc(M) is the maximum number of bits needed, minimized over all 
deterministic protocols. 
An important lower bound on cc(M) is logz(r(M)), where r(M) is the rank of 
M over an arbitrary field (Mehlhorn and Schmidt [1982]). It was, in fact, 
conjectured that ec(M)= O(logz r(M)) holds as well. Recently, however, a 
counterexample to that conjecture has been found (cf. Raz and Spieker [1993]). 
We now turn to the nondeterministic model: 
Each player bases his transmission on guesses. A protocol is non- 
deterministic f the computation yields 0 for all choices i, j with m~j = 0, 
and if m~j = 1, then there exists at least one guess sequence that would 
result in the correct answer. The nondeterministic communication com- 
plexity cc*(M) is the maximum number of bits needed, minimized over 
all nondeterministic protocols. 
It turns out that cc*(M) = [logz rect(M)], where rect(M) is the minimal num- 
ber of"rectangles" (i.e.. submatrices) with only l's needed to cover the l's of the 
matrix M (cf Lov/tsz [1990]). We will use this fact in our approach for the 
estimation of cc*(M) in the sequel. 
Our paper deals with the communication complexity of the t-intersection 
problem in particular for generalized Boolean algebras ~(n, q). These can be 
introduced as follows. First, for any q, n ~ N, let 
N(n,  q ) : -  {0, 1 . . . .  , q}" . 
For x, y e ~3(n, q) define 
X_<ye*-Vi= 1 . . . .  ,n : (x i~A0~xi=y l )  
and define the intersection x /~ y E N(n, q) by 
ifx~ = yi, 
(x A y ) i= ,^ i V i= l  . . . . .  n .  
(u else, 
Then N(n, q) becomes a so called semi-lattice. For x e N(n, q) set 
Ixl  = I{i: e 0}1 . 
The t-intersection problem (t = 0 . . . . .  n) on M(n, q) can now be described as 
follows: players I and II get some elements x, y ~ M(n, q), resp., and they are to 
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find out whether Ix/~ Y l = t. The corresponding communication matrix M~ 
has rows and columns indexed by elements x, y e N(n, q) and in position (x, y), 
the entry is 1 if and only if Ix A Yt = t. 
In Section 2 we develop a general lattice theoretic framework for computing 
the rank of certain classes of communication matrices. Basically, this is an 
extension to semi-lattices of Lov/tsz's [1990] approach. As a conseqence, we 
are able to compute the rank of the matrix M~. Combined with the earlier 
mentioned log-rank, lower bound, this implies that the trivial protocol, i.e. the 
protocol in which, say, player II communicates the index of his row, is optimal. 
This extends a previous result of Tamm [1991] for the case q = 1. 
Section 3 analyzes the nondeterministic communication complexity of the 
above problem. It turns out that for fixed q > 1 the nondeterministic com- 
plexity is of the same order of magnitude as the deterministic one, i.e., of order 
n log(q + 1) if t is not extremely big. For variable q this remains true only for 
large values of t, say t > const" n. We exhibit an example for t = 0 where the 
nondeterministic complexity cc* is of order O(n log log q). 
In Section 4 we deal with probabilistic ommunication complexity. We first 
briefly sketch the model. We calculate the probabilistic ommunication com- 
plexity of our problem for fixed q.-For variable q we give a protocol which 
leads to an upper bound on the probabilistic omplexity of O(n log log q), anal- 
ogous to the one of Section 3 for nondeterministic computations. 
2 Deterministic Communication Complexity 
Let M = (mxy) be a communication matrix and denote by h(M) the number 
of distinct columns of M. Then we observe 
cc(M) _< [log 2 h(M)] 
as a feasible protocol is given by the trivial protocol: player II specifies for player 
I the type of column he has chosen with I-log 2 h(M)-] bits. (We assume here, 
w.l.o.g., that the number of distinct columns does not exceed the number of 
distinct rows in M). An often useful lower bound has been established by 
Mehlhorn and Schmidt [19821 in terms of the rank r(M) of M: 
I-log 2 r(M)] < cc(M) . 
It follows that the rank lower-bound is exact if r(M) = h(M) holds. A method for 
computing the rank of certain classes of communication matrices is due to 
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Lovfisz [1990] and is based on Wilf's [1968] representation of certain functions 
on ordered sets by MSbius algebra. Ahlswede et al. [1993] point out that 
Lov/tsz's approach extends to a more general attice-theoretic framework. What  
we need here is the fact that it suffices to work with semi-lattices. Let us give a 
brief outline. 
Let L = L (<,  /~ ) be a (finite) semi-lattice, i.e., a (partially) ordered set L such 
that for every x, y e L a unique infimum x/x y e L exists. Associate with L the 
zeta-matrix Z = (~y) via 
{~ if x < y , 
~xy otherwise .
So Z is just the incidence matrix of the order relation. It is easy to see that 
Z has full rank. The inverse Z -1 = (#~y) is called the M6bius matrix of L. The 
following properties are not difficult to verify: 
#~y=O if x N y , 
/t~x = 1 , 
#xz = {~ i fxCy  , 
x_<z<y if x = y . 
(For a more detailed discussion of MSbius algebra see, e.g., Aigner [1979]). 
Let f :  L ~ {0, 1) be an arbitrary binary function and define the communica-  
tion matrix M(f )  = (mxy) via 
m:,y := f (x  A y) Vx, y ~ L . 
Define the diagonal matrix D = (dxy) by 
f u~ #xyf(u) if x = y , 
dxy 
1 
LO , i fx  ~ y . 
Then Wilf noted 
Lemma 2.1: M( f )  = ZTDZ.  
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= ~ d=.  
Z~XAy 
In general, using the properties of #xy above, we have for any v ~ L, 
Z d~w= Z E #.~f(u) 
w~u W<_V u<_w 
= ~ I f (u )~ #,w] 
u<_v u<_w<_v 
= f(v) . 
Hence a x ^  y = f (x /x  y) = mxy. 
A direct consequence is 
[] 
Theorem 2.1: r(M(f)) = [{x e L: dxx # 0}1. [] 
We are concerned with special functions f. To describe the appropriate frame- 
work, let us assume that the semi-lattice L = L(<,  ^) is equipped with a 
grading ['1: L ~ N satisfying for all x, y e L, 
Ixl # lyl whenever x < y holds . 
For fixed t e N, consider the level indicator function f :  L ~ {0, 1}, where 
{~ i f ]x [=t ,  
ft(x) = if [xl # t . 
Then the communication matrix M = M(ft) corresponds to the t-intersection 
problem in which the two players want to decide whether the grading of the 
intersection of their chosen elements i exactly t. 
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Theorem 2.2: Let the semi-lattice L be graded and assume that the M6bius matrix 
of L satisfies for all x < y in L, 
#xr # 0 and the sign of #~r depends only on the pair (I x 1, ]y I) . 
Then 
r(M(f)) = [{x sL :  Ixl ~ t}l . 
In particular, the trivial protocol is optimal for M(ft). 
Proof: In view of Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show: 
Z #.xI(u) ~ 0 ~ Ixl ~ t .  
u<x 
But this is an immediate consequence of the hypothesis with respect to the 
M6bius matrix of L: 
if [ul # t for all u _< x, then ~ #.~f (u)  = 0 , 
U<X 
if there is some v _< x with Ivl = t, then sign ~ #,xf~(u) = sign #vx 9 
U_<X 
Thus the rank r(M(f)) equals the number  of non-trivial columns of M(fi). 
The Mehlhorn-Schmidt lower bound, therefore, implies that the trivial protocol 
is optimal. [] 
In our context, examples satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 can be 
obtained as follows. Given a finite (partially) ordered set P, we let ~e = 5e(P) 
consist of all chains of P with the set-theoretic containment as partial ordering. 
Then ~ is a semi-lattice with set-theoretic ntersection as operation. It is easy to 
see that Lf = &a(___, n) is not a lattice unless P consists of a single chain. 
Moreover, if P is a chain, 2'(P) is isomorphic with the power set of P and hence 
a Boolean algebra. 
In general, if X, Y ~ &a(p) are chains of P with X ___ Y, the interval 
l-X, Y] = {Z ~ ~(P) IX  ~ Z _~ Y} 
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is isomorphic with the Boolean algebra on I g l -  IXI atoms, for which the 
M6bius matrix is well-known (cf. Aigner [1979-]). So we conclude for all X, 
Y e ~(P), 
-- 1) Irl-lxl if X _ Y,  
/~xy = otherwise , 
which implies that the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 holds for 5~ in general. 
Generalized Boolean algebras N(n, q) (see the Introduction) can be inter- 
preted in the present context in a straightforward manner: 
Choose n pairwise disjoint sets A1, Az,.. . ,  A,, all of the same cardinal- 
ity q, and define an order relation on P = A1 u - . .  u A, via 
x<y if there are i< jw i thx~A~andysA t . 
Then A~ apparently is isomorphic with N(n, q). With the cardinality grading 
on 5r Theorem 2.2 immediately yields for any 0 < t _< n: 
Corollary 2.1: Let M = M(q, n, t) be the communication matrix associated with 
the t-intersection problem on the generalized Boolean algebra ~(n, q). Then 
r cc(M) = [logzl{x e ~(n, q): Ixl ~ t}lS = log2 qk . [] 
We will address the nondeterministic communication complexity of the t- 
intersection problem on N(n, q) in the next section. 
3 Nondeterministic Communication Complexity 
In this section we study the nondeterministic communication complexity of the 
t-intersection problem on generalized Boolean algebras ~(n, q). We first con- 
sider the problem for q = 1, i.e., ordinary Boolean algebras ~ = N(n) := N(n, 1). 
Theorem 3.1: The nondeterministic communication complexity, cc*(n, t), of the 
t-intersection problem on ~(n) equals the deterministic communication complexity 
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up to a multiplicative constant, i.e., there is a constant K > 0 suoh that 
cc*(n, t) > K" cc(n, t) for all n and t . 
The proof of Theorem 3.1, which will be given below, uses a result from 
Ahlswede et al. [1989]: 
Lemma 3.1: Let ~, ~/ ~_ ~(n) such that 
IX n YI = t = const (.) 
for aIl X ~ X, Y ~ Y/. Then ]X ] ' i~ l -<  2". 
Proof: (cf. Ahlswede et al. [-1989]): Consider ~(n) as a vector space over GF(2) 
with inner product 
n 
X" Y = ~ Xi" Y i mod2 . 
i=1 
Obviously, if :Y, q / _  ~(n) satisfy condition (,), then 
X.  Y = t rood 2 = const VX e :Y, Y c q / .  
Furthermore, if we take Xo e W, then 
(Xo+X) 'Y=Omod2 VXeW,  YE~,  
i.e., X o + :Y and ~J are orthogonal. Hence 
dim(Xo + s + dim(U) _< n , 
which yields [s j~j[ _ 2". 
Now we are ready to present he 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: We consider three cases: 
[] 
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Case 1:0 <_ t <_ n/4. 
Let M = M(n) = (mxr) ~ R e• e denote the matrix defined by 
mxr = IX c~ YI VX, Y e ~ = ~(n) . 
(Note that M(n), as defined here, is not a "communication matrix" in the strict 
sense because its entries are not restricted to0, 1. M(n) represents he communi- 
cation problem in a straightforward manner). 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the nondeterministic communication com- 
plexity of the t-intersection problem equals [log N,], where Nt is the minimum 
number of t-rectangles, i.e., submatrices M~ of M containing only t-entries, 
needed to cover all t-entries in M. Clearly, if we define the size of such a 
rectangle to be lY'l. I~tl, we get 
N, _> 
number of t-entries in M 
maximum size of a t-rectangle 
From Lemma 3.1 we see that the maximum size of a t-rectangle is bounded 
from above by 2". On the other hand, it is straightforward to show that the total 
number of t-entries in M equals (~). 3 "-7 for all t = 0 . . . . .  n. In fact, if one orders 
the rows and columns lexicographically, then the matrices M(n) can be obtained 
recursively as follows: 
M(0) = [03 , 
M(n) -1 
M( ,  + 1) = ! 
LM(n) M(n) + l j  ' 
where 1 is the "all-l-matrix" (of appropriate dimension). Thus, if e(t, n) denotes 
the number of t-entries in M(n), we conclude 
e(t, n + 1) = 3.e(t, n) + e ( t -  1, n) , 
which implies e(t, n) = (~'). 3 "-7, as claimed. Summarizing, we get for t < n/4: 
N, > 2" > _> 1.139" > 2 "/6 . 
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cc*(n, t) _> 6.n _> 6. cc(n, t) . 
Case 2:n/4 <_ t <_ 88 n. 
In this case, observe that the submatrix of M(n), consisting of all rows and 
columns indexed by elements X, Y e ~(n) which have exactly t elements, is a 
t-multiple of the (i) x (I) identity matrix. Thus, in order to cover all t-entries of 
M(n), we need at least (i) rectangles. From this we conclude 
cc*(n, t) > log(~)  >_ t >_ n/4 > cc(n, 0/4 
in this case. 
Case 3." t > 3n. 
All t-entries of M(n) are contained in a k x k submatrix of M(n), where k = 
(~) + ... + (,") N 3 -(~). Hence the deterministic complexity satisfies 
(cf. Section 2). Arguing as in the previous case, we get 
cc*(n, t )> log(~)> cc(n, t ) -2 .  [] 
Theorem 3.1 can be generalized to the t-intersection problem on N(n, q) 
for anyfixed q. We only sketch the proof in the following. Let q s N be fixed and 
let M(n) = (mxy) ~ N~("'q) •~.~(n,q) be defined by 
mxy := IX /x y[ VX, y ~ ~(n,  q) . 
It is then straightforward to verify that the number of t-entries in M(n) equals 
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The maximum size of a t-rectangle can be bounded by the following result, 
which is easily derived from Theorem 1 in Ahlswede et al. [1989]: 
Lemma 3.2: Let Y{; ~t ~_ N(n, q) such that 
Ix A yl = lx' A y'l Vx, x' ~ X, y, y' ~ O~ . 
Then Igfl'lYr (1 + /q/21)"'(1 + q -  kq/2])". (The maximum being attained, 
e.9., for Y" = {(xl . . . .  , x,): 0 < xl < Lq/2] Vi} and Yr = {(yl . . . .  , y,): y~ = 0 or 
yi > kq/2] Vi}.) [] 
This gives an upper bound of (~2 + q + 1)" on the maximum size of a rectan- 
gle. We conclude that for t <_ n/4, 
n 2 1),-t. ) , / ( , ) (q  + q + q' 
cc*(n, t) ~ log /  ~ - 
\ (2- + q + 1)" 
For  q _> 2, we have (~- + q + 1) _ (q2 + q + 1)/2. This yields 
q2+q+l  _>n . 
On the other hand, the trivial deterministic protocol yields 
cc(n, t) _< n" [log(q + 1)] . 
Hence cc*(n, t) _> const, cc(n)for fixed q _> 2 and t <_ n/4. 
The case t > n/4 is even slightly simpler than for q = 1. Suppose q _> 2 and 
t >_ n/4. Then the vectors x e N(n, q) with exactly t non-zero entries give rise to 
a submatrix of M(n) which is the t-multiple of the unit matrix of dimension 
(7). q~. So, we need at least 
(:) (n) 
.qt>_ n/4 
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rectangles in order to cover all t-entries of M(n) for t >_ n/4. This yields: 
() n 1 
n .q,/4 > log q > cc(n, t) cc*(n, t) > log n/4 - 4" -- 4" " 
Our proof shows that the claim of Theorem 3.1 remains valid fo r t  > n/4 (or 
any other linear bound for t) even if q is considered as a variable. The case 
t < n/4 is less clear. From Section 2 we conclude that cc(n, t) is of order n log q. 
The following example, however shows that the nondeterministic complexity 
may be much smaller. 
k Example 3.1: Let Pl, . . . ,  Pk denote the first k prime numbers and let q = I~i=l Pi. 
Consider the following nondeterministic protocol for t = 0. Assume player I has 
a string x = (xl . . . . .  x,) e N(n, q), and player II has a string y = (yl, ..., y,) 
N(n, q). Suppose furthermore that Ix/x Y l = 0. Player I now guesses for each 
i = 1, ..., n a prime factor p of q such that r~ = x~ mod p r Yi rood p. He then 
sends the index j of this prime factor p = pj and the number r~. This takes 
O(log k + log pj) < O(log k + log Pk) bits. Hence the total protocol uses 
n. O(log k + log Pk) bits. By the prime number theorem, the number of primes 
m ~/m. So there are at least k < m is approximately greater or equal to ~ > 
primes not exceeding k2. In other words, if pt . . . . .  Pk are the first k prime 
numbers, then Pk < k2. Consequently, we have 
cc*(n, 0) = O(n log k) = O(n log log q) . 
This should be seen in contrast o the deterministic complexity, which--as we 
have seen in Section 2-- is  of order n log q. [] 
We leave it as an open problem to determine the exact order of magnitude of 
the nondeterministic communication complexity for o(t/n) -- 0, say, t = const. 
4 Probabilistic Communication Complexity 
Probabilistic protocols are much like deterministic ones. The only difference 
is that the players follow a deterministic protocol P which they have chosen at 
random from a set of different deterministic protocols. The rest of the computa- 
tion works according to the specifications made by P and is purely deterministic. 
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Every deterministic protocol P is, in fact, composed of two protocols P~ and 
Pz~, resp., one for each of the players. Pv is the protocol according to which 
player v -- I, II decides what to transmit. Let Nv, m be the family of protocols of 
length < m for player v. A randomized protocol is a pair rc = (rex, re,) where rc~ 
are probability distributions on N~,.,. We say, r~ has cost m. 
Let (x, y) be an input. To execute protocol re, each player generates a random 
P~ according to the distribution rc~. Then I and II are following (PI, P,) .  Con- 
sider any input (x, y) and P = (P~, Pu)~ ~1,m x #U,m" We say, P = (Px, Pu) 
computes correctly (the matrix element) m~y if both I and II decide on the answer 
m~y when P is used for (x, y). Let 
01 if (P~, Pu) computes mxy correctly ,
2(M; PI, Pu; x, y) = otherwise . 
For any input (x, y), let 2~(M; x, y) denote the probability that rc does not 
compute mxy correctly, i.e., 
2~(M; x, y) = ~ ~zx(Px)~u(Pu)2(M; PI, Pu; x, y) . 
(PbPH) ~ ~t,m x ,~H,,n 
The error probability for n is defined to be the maximum error probability for 
any input, i.e. 2~(M) = max(x,y)2~(M; x, y). 
For any 0 < ~ < 1/2, let cc,(M), the probabilistic ommunication complexity of 
M, be the minimum cost of any randomized protocol n with 2~(M) _< e. 
Theorem 4.1: (Kalyanasundaram and Schnitger [1992]) Let S be the matrix 
S = (sxy) with the entries 
10 if x c~ y = ~ , 
Sxy = otherwise ,
for all x, y c_ {0 . . . .  , n - 1}. Then it holds 
cc~(S)=O(n). [] 
Theorem 4.2: (Yao [1979-1) Let E be the r x r identity matrix, i.e., E = (equ(xy)), 
where 
{~ if x=y , 
equ(xy) = otherwise ,
x, ye{1 , . . . , r}  . 
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cc~(E) = O(log log r) , 
where e = log log r/log r. Furthermore, the protocol used in the proof never errs if 
the players decide on "x r y". [] 
Let q be fixed and assume there is a probabilistic protocol P which computes 
{~ if I xAy l=t  
ft(x A y) = 
otherwise ,
for x, y e ~(n, q) with a small error probability, < 1/4, say, in time g(n, q). 
We claim that g(n, q) = f2(n). 
Indeed, if g(n, q) were smaller than n by more than a constant multiple, there 
would exist a probabil istic protocol P for the matrix S of Theorem 4.1 with 
a performance of O(g(n, q)) bits. Let A = (xl . . . .  , x,), B = (Yl . . . . .  y,) ~ {0, 1}". 
Transform A and B resp. in A = (x l , . . . ,  x,,  x,+l . . . . .  X,+~) and/3 = (Yl . . . .  , Y,, 
Yn+l, . . . ,  Y,+t) with x,+ 1 = Y,+I = "'" = x,+t = Y,+t = 1. Follow now the proto- 
col P with inputs/~ and/3 resp. Then 
A~B=~IAnB[=t  . 
For every A, B e {0 . . . . .  n - 13 the players can decide the set-intersection prob- 
lem in time O(g(n, q)) (t <_ n), which contradicts Theorem 4.1. 
As in the nondeterministic case, we have to distinguish between fixed and 
variable q. Let M = (mxy), where 
mxy = f,(x A y) Vx, y e N(n, q) . 
The following protocol for q such that log log q/log q _< 1/8 and t = 0 shows 
that 
cc~(M) = 2n. O(log log q) 
in comparison to the O(n log q) bits which are needed in the deterministic ase. 
First we state a standard probabilistic fact. 
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Lemma 4.1: Let ~ <_ 1/8 and consider 2n Bernoulli trials each with probability of 
success of 1 - ~. Then 
1 
Prob (less than n successes) <_ 2~ . [] 
Protocol: Let (x, y) be an input. Let L = {i s {1,. , . ,  n}i x i r 0}. Set j = 0, 
ko = [L[ and r = 0 .  
1. Player I sends n bits tO player I I  in order to transmit L. 
2. For l= l  . . . .  ,kj: 
(i) r :=r+l ;  
(ii) if r > 2n, STOP; 
(iii) following Yao's protocol, decide whether equ(xi,, Yh) = 0, and, if so, set 
L := L - {1}; 
(iv) if L = ~,  STOP. 
3. Set j := j + 1, kj = ILl and let L = {il, . . . ,  ikj }. Goto  2. 
4. The players decide that fo(x/x y) = 0 if k s > 0, they decide on the answer 1 
otherwise. 
Because our protocol follows Yao's protocol in step 2 (iii), Theorem 4.2 implies 
that the number  of bits transmitted is of order n log log q. If the players decide 
on fo(x ^  y) = 1 there is no error. What  is the error probabil ity Prob(decide on 
fo(x/x y) = 0lfo(x/~ y) = 1)? 
Consider the (at most 2n) queries 
equ(xl, Yl) = ? 
log log q 
Let fo(x ^  y) = 1. In one query, with probabil ity of 1 - 1 - a, we 
log q 
reveal the (correct) answer 0 = equ(xl, Yl), i.e. xz ~ Yz. So, if we make an error in 
our final decision, the following has happened: in 2n Bernoulli trials with success 
probabil ity 1 - z, we have observed less than n successes. By Lemma 4.1, how- 
l 
ever, the probabil ity for this to occur is at most 2q. 
Without going into details, let us finally mention that it is possible to extend 
the above protocol  to the case t < n/log n. The number of bits exchanged will 
still be bounded by O(n log log q).  In fact, our protocol will not only give an 
answer to the question whether Ix/x Yl = t, but will also exhibit the exact 
number of  intersecting positions with high probability. 
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